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ABSTRACT 

Starting from crossing the equator every week in the back of a truck on Ecuador’s coastline, this 
personal essay reflects upon the equator as a geographical and cultural space. Specifically, I 
focus in on “crossing the line,” a ceremony symbolizing triumph over death to think on how 
death, a common biological experience, is constructed as site for domestication or control. In 
light of human-induced ecological change including mass extinction, I argue that we cannot be 
amnesiatic about death’s rage. The essay wonders what humans might gain from no longer trying 
to “cross” over and instead try to reside in the chaotic landscape of imagination: the abode of 
death.   
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Crossing the Line, or, Death at the Equator 
 

Jesse Don Peterson 

KTH Royal Institute of Technology 

Division of History of Science, Technology and Environment 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Starting from crossing the equator every week in the back of a truck on Ecuador’s coastline, this 
personal essay reflects upon the equator as a geographical and cultural space. Specifically, I 
focus in on “crossing the line,” a ceremony symbolizing triumph over death to think on how 
death, a common biological experience, is constructed as site for domestication or control. In 
light of human-induced ecological change including mass extinction, I argue that we cannot be 
amnesiatic about death’s rage. The essay wonders what humans might gain from no longer trying 
to “cross” over and instead try to reside in the chaotic landscape of imagination: the abode of 
death.   

 

San Vicente was smaller than Bahia, and without its paved streets, last 

night's downpour had left everything up to its knees in mud: donkeys, 

cars, buildings, and children's legs.  Trucks spun their wheels, and the 

girls in white hippity-hopped between rocks.  I asked the woman selling 

ferry tickets to describe how the coast looked to the north.  She yawned.  

"Es el mismo" – "It's the same."  I bought a ticket back to Bahia.  I was 

becoming less of an equatorial purist.1 

   —Thurston Clarke 

It is better to sit down than to stand, it is better to lie down than to sit, 

but death is best of all.  

   —Indian Proverb 

Each week I cross the equator on the back of an overloaded truck with two wooden 

benches under the butts of men and women, feet careening toward the center stashed with gas 

canisters, empty or full beer bottles in their plastic crates, and bags that only reveal themselves 

when neighborly curiosity begs the question (as it always will do) or if the bag happens to move 
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and cluck like a chicken. And each time I pass over the equator, the only indication that I have 

done so is as much the curve of the road and the exposed sandstone rock scarp blasted away and 

still eroding as is the north-facing inconspicuous sign that marks-the-spot amidst the backdrop of 

rolling hills covered in pasture land, six-foot grass, and a winding rivulet that shelters streams of 

water in this section of the Ecuadorian coastline. If it weren't for the sign I wouldn't know where 

the hemispheres coupled—but that is an insufficient description, for the earth is not a plastic 

Easter egg that can be pulled apart at the appropriate line—it has a real yolk, albumin, and shell.   

Even amidst the sign’s understated authority, it seems to tell me (the truth) that things 

will be different on the other side. And had I not the GPS in my pocket receiving its satellite 

signals from outer space, I might also question the validity of such a declaration: here be the 

equator!   

For half-a-day away by bus, at the world's largest official tourist site that commemorates 

the equator, Mitad del Mundo, visitors stand astride a yellow line running along the ground 800 

feet or so from the "actual" equator. A jest if ever there was one that didn’t matter, as thousands 

flock here every year to place one foot in the north and another in the south without really 

standing astride the equator and yet doing so nonetheless. Such imprecision at the site is justified 

by pointing out the lack of suitability for a large-scale tourist attraction along the more 

mathematically accurate equator line in this place, but even so, one might think that if this 

authoritative indicator is amiss, well, a little posting amidst the rural aspect of my coastal home 

might not be as precise as it could be. 

So I am reassured by officials and scientists until my mind reminds me of the statistical 

differentiation between GPS devices—distinct models will indicate different positions—and the 

fallibility of technical prowess, as well as the fact that the equator is never stationary (as if 
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uncomfortable under the heavy weight of human hubris, the earth wavers like a mare preparing 

to bolt, unsure if it can sustain such a rider in position for much longer). All that spinning, that 

redistribution of core and mantle, those earthquakes, that glacial ice melt spurred by climate 

change along with the concurring isostatic rebound, they all contribute to a slightly off-kilter 

polar rotation that causes the equator to move, even if it is just a few short meters each year. It 

never steps in the same river twice,2 leaving me to guess—come up with some sort of resolution 

about where the equator is and where it’s going—and try to follow a line that I improvise in esse. 

From the back of the truck with my feet tossed over the end, I look out over the private 

property the equator cleaves until the line dumps into the surf of the Pacific Ocean, imperialistic, 

invisible, incessant, incarnate, put down past the stupidity of cattle chewing cud and the 

mournful jubilation of a vulture wake consuming a deceased, beached sea turtle. I look and the 

line seems to float like oil slick applied with a steamroller over the ocean’s tossing peaks. 

Crossing 14 countries and 9 different water bodies, it rings round earth. And I look even further, 

not unlike a worm in a children’s book,3 along this waistband wrapped around the earth in 

perpetual snug-fitted fashion back to where I am, which is no longer along the equator but 

somewhere betwixt a smelly armpit and the truck’s rear tailgate barreling along the coastline. 

The line disappears from my mind’s eyes, and I stretch out my arm to catch the wind, knowing 

I’ll return. 

 The equator is imagination. It exists anywhere even as it can exist nowhere else at the 

same time. Anybody can draw an infinite number of equator lines through the center of the earth, 

dividing this planet in two. In fact, all longitudinal lines do so; each is in its own right an equator.  

But, the equatorial belt is also unique. No other will do. The physical characteristics associated 

with the equator aligned to its imposition upon the earth and collective mind have established it 
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de facto as the earth's middle passage; for it is true that the Earth is fattest nowhere else, that the 

surface here moves faster than any other location on this planet, that gravity is at its weakest and 

that barometric pressure is at its lowest; but it is also true that none of these physical facts would 

mean as much without an investment of our own interests—the equator is not just geography; it 

is a linear mark and value that humans have cinched around the planet.   

The equator exists, therefore, in two worlds—the physical and the metaphysical. In 

consequence, all equators are landscapes altered by a human projection: suitable locations for 

blurred boundaries, alternate realities, and evolutionary revolutions.   

To pinpoint the first representation of the equator is a difficult task, but it is clear that an 

equator was not vital knowledge to humans until the world was widely regarded to be round, that 

no one was going to be falling off the earth anytime soon. More to the point, the extent to which 

the earth continued beyond the map was unknown; so, although some cartographers divided the 

world in half, there was no effort to standardize such a practice; infinity was never really in 

trouble of being divided spatially. It wasn’t until geometry progressed and mathematicians such 

as Eratosthenes measured with adequate precision the circumference of the earth (no one knows 

exactly how long it is even as it is “scientifically negligible”) and developed meridians and 

parallels that an equator became popularly possible. By 1570, Abraham Ortelius’s world map, 

Typis Orbis Terrarum, clearly demarcated the northern and southern hemispheres with a line 

labeled “Circvlvs Aeqvinoctialis” in what became one of the equators first widespread, visible 

forms; and it wasn’t long thereafter that the equator became a permanent fixture on every map 

and mind. After mathematicians quantified the earth and mapmakers established the north to 

south orientation, the equator became merely one of the many next steps to conventionalize and 

change humanity’s relationship to movement and dwelling, to the sky, sea, and ground.   
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I remember the first time I crossed over into the southern hemisphere. Not the exact 

instant, for the airplane took me hundreds of miles beyond the belt to my destination, from 

whence I was whisked to and fro until I finally reached my newest home. In this small, quiet 

town upon the fringe of civilization, in a spot that began to articulate the difference between 

urbanity and the vast tracks of the pampas on the fringes of Buenos Aires, I would search for the 

Southern Cross in a litany of stars that spoke in a foreign tongue. During the day, I would plumb 

the water catchments, hoping to document the different directions such drainage might take and 

never quite remembering if my prior experience looked odd or funny in comparison. My 

adjustments were like any other, encased in the simplistic and empirical romanticism of entering 

into what I hoped to be another world, searching for the signs that would confirm that, indeed, I 

had entered into an alien realm: testing the air, wind, and water, searching out their currents and 

wondering if the self might be spinning differently too, feeling for that earth's tug and pull that 

might reorient one's body in entirely new ways of exploration and healing, and seeking out new 

stars as if to receive the birthing announcements of a million or so new saviors.   

This is in part the power of the equator: the promise of a new world, a place for rebirth.   

Unlike me, sailors crossed over this latitudinal great circle upon the sea and performed 

initiation rites for those who were crossing the equator for the first time. Speculation suggests 

that these rites came about as a rejoinder to having escaped with one’s life the intertropical 

convergenze zone, what sailors of yore called the dreaded “doldrums,” oft characterized by 

violent storms and deadly calms. In one story, the sailors’ remedy for escape was to carry aboard 

a flock of goats or sheep. If the boat got stuck, each sailor would slit the belly of his animal, 

climb inside, and wait until clutched and carried to land by the large one-footed rocs that lived 

along the equator.4 These men would rather brave an aerial flight from a vicious raptor than 
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await a slow, burning death. Yet, as hunters drove the rocs to extinction by the end of the 15th 

century,5 sailors soon had to succumb to the perils of the equator itself. 

As lives go, many died from the becalm, but more and more began to escape the equator 

through better naval techniques in the coming centuries. The doldrums became less deadly and 

more dull than ever. As sailors were lashed to the boat by sun and salt, those who endured and 

survived began to call themselves “shellbacks”: evidence of their tough hides. As ships 

continued to push ahead into the stretched flesh of time and came upon the equator anew, two 

shellbacks would dress up as the reincarnated King Neptune and Queen Amphitrite to preside 

over the “crossing the line” ceremony which involves, for lack of better words, hazing the 

newbs:  

We have crossed the Equator, & I have undergone the disagreeable operation of being 

shaved. About 9 o'clock this morning we poor "griffins",6 two & thirty in number, were 

put altogether on the lower deck. — The hatchways were battened down, so we were in 

the dark & very hot. — Presently four of Neptune's constables came to us, & one by one 

led us up on deck. — I was the first & escaped easily: I nevertheless found this watery 

ordeal sufficiently disagreeable. — Before coming up, the constable blindfolded me & 

thus lead along, buckets of water were thundered all around; I was then placed on a 

plank, which could be easily tilted up into a large bath of water. — They then lathered 

my face & mouth with pitch and paint, & scraped some of it off with a piece of 

roughened iron hoop. —a signal being given I was tilted head over heels into the water, 

where two men received me & ducked me. —at last, glad enough, I escaped. — most of 

the others were treated much worse, dirty mixtures being put in their mouths & rubbed on 

their faces. — The whole ship was a shower bath: & water was flying about in every 
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direction: of course not one person, even the Captain, got clear of being wet through.  

(Darwin 1998) 

As Charles Darwin indicates, his initiation proved less rough than his shipmates—and I can say 

safer than other occasions whereby sailors were placed into stocks or dragged from the ship. As 

this ceremony accompanied the boats and sailors through time, the treatments that had become 

so bad in some instances eventually butted up against social reform, causing certain groups, such 

as the US Navy, to curtail the practice; whereas, in other instances, such as aboard today's 

vacationing cruise liners, the event evolved to become rather safe and innocuous. Today, the 

celebration in crossing the equator continues even as it bestows status and authority upon those 

who do so. The individual is transformed for the better in some mysterious way by passing 

through this psychic, geographic waypoint.   

v  v  v 

The sacralization of crossing the equator is important in that it serves to legitimate one’s 

triumph over mortality. Such a major victory happens through a symbolic incursion of death 

upon the old self in order to make space for the new. One can look to vision quests, walkabouts, 

animal sacrifice, baptisms, and genital cutting as stories with similar purposes and meanings. It is 

these other practices which allow me to better understand that the equator is viewed as a barren 

desert to be traversed—it is an ordeal of pain, danger and suffering, a matter of course by which 

the individual must come out alive and consequently emerge improved on the “other” side and 

welcomed into a communally-defined social organization.   

In some regard, such rituals can be viewed as an assertion of control over the indefinable 

middle space, for these places are never destination. Death is always to be overcome rather than 

received, even if it is a necessary landscape for passage that leads to bodily renewal. The tourist 

who goes to the equator does so to straddle it—and by definition, he or she only stays long 
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enough to take a picture.   

One can also read into such ceremonies as a relinquishing of power and control, 

particularly the maturation rites which subsume individual selfishness for communal 

responsibility. The individual becomes subservient to the greater good of all, only by giving up 

his or her mind and body to the unknown. Once accomplished, the individual is welcomed and 

given specific responsibilities as part of his or her new role as initiate. Yet, the function of this 

intermediary space is still pretty much the same: equator equals proving grounds. 

Bottomline, the rites tell us that nobody is meant to stay in these imaginary places. The 

individual is to enter in and the shaman, elders, community, etc. are to guide the initiate back.  

But what is it like to call the equator home—to stay in the in-between, that difficult middle 

ground, to participate in a "kind of fence-sitting / Raised to the level of an esthetic ideal" 

(Ashbery 1985)? What is it like to live with wildness? To dwell amidst the interests of individual 

and communal rights? What is it like to be between a southern and northern hemisphere where 

gods revive and act upon the world? To reside in the chaotic landscape of imagination—the 

place of personal transformation and immediate access—the abode of death? 

I ask these questions because the world hovers over the equator; humanity already exists 

in the unknown wild place of death. Even more so today. The sixth great extinction is underway.  

And, of note, it is not just animals disappearing at extremely rapid rates; plants too are vanishing 

in large numbers—as reported by PBS, in tropical areas alone, loss for both animals and plants is 

estimated at 27,000 species per year, a stunning fact made more grim once one realizes that two-

thirds of all living species live in the torrid zone and nowhere else—as are a wide array of human 

cultures (not to be outdone, about one language every two weeks also disappears from the 

ethnosphere, never to be recovered) (See Parsell 2001 and Rymer 2012). 
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What is distinct about this massive extinction in both the natural and cultural worlds is 

that it is in fact more properly defined as an unintentional extermination—at root, the cause of 

such loss is driven by humans, some more than others. Biologists like E. O. Wilson have adapted 

an acronym (HIPPO) to describe the major ways such humans are killing and threatening life on 

this planet. Habitat destruction, invasive species, pollution, population size, and over-

consumption are key drivers that are decimating both biological and cultural lives, and, “if not 

abated, [are] destined to reduce the diversity of the species on earth to extinction or critical 

endangerment by the end of the century” (Wilson 2013). 

What humans ceremonialize—this crossing into a new world through the wild, middle 

places—is a space that has opened up and been transubstantiated. What is revealed to be 

unquestionable is that these common, proving grounds exist within humanity just as they do 

outside, and we find that we are no less difficult and no less dangerous. Significantly, a question 

arises as to what do we make of it all: is death something we pass through and overcome or is it 

our abode, a shared life in need of care and attention? 

What worries me is the belief that these places are still be crossed and overcome, that the 

purpose hasn’t changed: the myth is still about overcoming death whether it be through an 

external, natural landscape or an internal, psychological landscape. Such ceremony is often 

viewed as a step to accomplish, in an instant now completed and final. Death may be in the end, 

only a waypoint, an equator line drawn in the sand, the step that takes us into a new body. But 

religion, biology, culture all indicate widely different directions. The only surety is that everyone 

will come to the equator to die. To forge ahead as if death had no claim would suggest that 

humanity is in the midst of its own maturation as a species. It implies a linear journey towards 

enlightenment and affiliation with nothing other than the species’ own human social groupings.   
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I don’t mean to imply or wish that change and betterment are impossible. I do, however, 

want to illustrate that sites of commonality and endangerment, such as death and dying, are often 

transformed into available sites for domestication and control. Crossing over makes these places 

symbolically subservient. One becomes an adult, a landowner, a saint, a master, etc. In many 

instances, such elevations make us amnesiatic about death’s rage. But we cannot forget. The 

telling destruction that man wracks upon the earth is sufficient evidence that such places, even 

those within ourselves, are not easily nor likely controlled. Present reality confirms that these 

equatorials are human habitat and that, in truth, a totalized crossing is only mythic possibility or 

realized when the breath gets short and shorter until it is but a long, reaching, forgotten wheeze 

or gasp.   

v  v  v  

North of Bahia de Caraquez and San Vicente lies a stretch of road that travels from Jama 

to Pedernales—the two important hubs that lie on either side of the equator. In between, other 

little towns make do. Shops, souvenir stands, and restaurants fight alongside the shrimping, real 

estate, ranching, timber, and agriculture industries. People’s houses line the recently paved 

interstate that curves and winds its way along the coastline. Mostly the ocean lies out of site, but 

along a small section, under the local Christian parish erected upon a jut, the surf breaks and 

moves back and forth in long stretches with the tides. Many but not all of the hilltops in view are 

still shrouded in forest and cloud, and talk sometimes turns to them. Talk winds its way to the 

snakes and other game, the location of a large and sturdy tree, or where someone last saw la 

llorona, a type of banshee that steals young children and survives upon raw flesh.   

But snakes are not too much of a problem; a swift lick of the machete can tackle the 

devil, and, if bit, the new road can get the victim to a hospital in a jiffy. Trappings and trees, 

though fewer now, can still be got. And even more fortuitous, la llorona is pretty inactive these 
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days.   

The children are just fine. The boys’ gelled hair stands upright and the girls’ makeup 

stays bright. They work hard for their families carrying heavy sacks and water jugs, washing 

clothes in the river, and riding mules. They glance at each other in peckish interest and take pride 

in their city-bought tight pants, shoes, watches, and bracelets, dancing late, late into the night. 

When the day comes again, the kids hop, saunter, or slink off their home porches into the backs 

of trucks—ready to spend whatever money they have earned or mustered—to be whizzed back 

and forth over the equator, each of every one of them, unafraid. 
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NOTES 

1. Completing his journey around the equator, Clark sums up on pages 462-463 what he 

might find if he were to embark on his journey again: "every year more tropical forest is 

lost. So if I traveled again around the equator right away, I would find more people, less 

forest, more erosion, and a smaller and a more moth-eaten equatorial green belt." 

2. A twist on the phrase attributed to Herodotus.   

3. An allusion to a worm who boasts he can see around the world in Dr. Suess’s The Big 

Brag. 

4. I’m free associating a legend summed up in Guadalupi, G. and A. Shugaar (2001) with 
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the stories and legends of Odysseus, Sinbad, and Marco Polo. In lieu of sheep or goats, 

sailors purportedly wrapped themselves in oxhides in order to be carried away by the 

large birds. 

5. Although rocs may have only been myth, other birds thought to be the roc, such as the 

Aepyornis and Malagasy Crowned Eagle, were either already moving towards extinction 

or nearly extinct from human predation around this time. 

6. Darwin uses here what is considered the first of two initiate nicknames. This first 

references the histories of sailors who were saved by another winged mythological beast: 

the griffin. Of note, the name with more currency today is that of “pollywog,” which 

reflects the immaturity and transitional period of the initiate, as if a tadpole maturing into 

an adult frog. 
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